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For the Classic Guy/Gal

For the Power Guy/Gal

For the Everyday Guy/Gal

Our Ultra Ram EFI Systems deliver outstanding port fuel
injection performance with an aggressive looking sheet metal
intake manifold. The design of the Ultra Ram intake performs

as good as it looks and will support up to 600 horsepower
(naturally aspirated). The system comes ready to go out of

the box with the injectors and fuel rails installed. 

If you prefer the restored or classic hot rod look, the Go EFI
Classic is for you. You get the performance benefits of

modern fuel injection, with the looks of a vintage carburetor
(without the flooding, vapor lock and cold start issues). The

Go EFI Classic features our advanced self-tuning fuel
metering technology and will support engines rated up to

650hp. 

If things are getter really serious under your hood in regard to four digit
horsepower with boost or nitrous, the Go EFI 8 1200hp Power Adder system is

up to the task! This bolt-on throttle body features eight high- ow injectors
capable of fueling up to 1200hp! This system is made to support serious

horsepower and is supplied with our pro-tuning software and features the
ability to data-log information!

The Go Street EFI is a ready-to-run system that sticks to the basic
functions necessary to get the best performance and economy out of your

street and mild performance engine. This throttle body system is
economically priced and delivers the benefits of quick starts, smooth idle

and self-learning technology to get you from sea level to over the
mountains without a hitch. The system easily installs with most ignition

systems and fits most intake patterns to replace your old carb.

https://fitechefi.com/product/30012-go-efi-8-1200hp-system/
https://fitechefi.com/product/30003-go-street-efi-400hp-system/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/ultra-ram/
https://fitechefi.com/product/30020-go-efi-classic-650hp-system/
https://fitechefi.com/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/ultra-ram/
https://fitechefi.com/product/30020-go-efi-classic-650hp-system/
https://fitechefi.com/product/30012-go-efi-8-1200hp-system/
https://fitechefi.com/product/30003-go-street-efi-400hp-system/
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For the Port Guy/Gal

For the Three Deuce Guy/Gal

The Go Street EFI is a ready-to-run system that sticks to the basic
functions necessary to get the best performance and economy out of
your street and mild performance engine. This throttle body system is
economically priced and delivers the benefits of quick starts, smooth

idle and self-learning technology to get you from sea level to over the
mountains without a hitch. The system easily installs with most ignition

systems and fits most intake patterns to replace your old carb.

Let everyone know you mean business with a pair of 4-barrels crowned
atop your engine! The 2x4 is supplied with two throttle bodies, one with

the brains and integral ECU, the other with the brawn. Both bodies
feature four injectors and will support up to 625 horsepower (naturally
aspirated). Thanks to a multi-bolt pattern, the 2x4 system will bolt onto
most intakes including tunnel rams or cross rams. Through the advanced
tuning capabilities of the ef cient ECU, you’ll have your engine red up,

idling smooth and making big power in no time! 

The Go Port EFI system features eight injectors placed precisely in each intake
runner to inject fuel right into the cylinder head port. A sequential batch port
fuel design provides excellent throttle response, effective fuel atomization
and delivery resulting in terrific throttle response and overall performance.
FiTech offers two complete systems; a kit for up to 550 horsepower and a
1050 horsepower kit. Each system is supplied with a new aluminum intake

machined and fitted with injectors (36 or 80 lbs), fuel rails, the wiring harness
and an 850 cfm throttle body

Nothing says muscle like a 6-pack screaming at you when you open the hood,
showing off a trio of two-barrels. Keep the muscle car look while upgrading to
modern day EFI technology! Check out the Go EFI Tri-Power 600hp system. No

special manifold needed for the retro-style 3×2 Go EFI system that will bolt
onto most 6-pack manifolds and are compatible with factory air intake

systems. Requiring minimum effort to install while at the same time designed
to maximize airflow and inlet velocity. This is a ready-to-run system that strays

away from the programmable features and sticks to the basic functions
necessary your street or mild performance engine needs.

PART NUMBER: 39610

PART NUMBERS: 37854 & 37858

PART NUMBERS: 30061, 30062, 30064, 30065

PART NUMBERS: 70001-79614

https://fitechefi.com/product-category/port-injection/
https://fitechefi.com/product/go-efi-tri-power-600hp-system/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/ls-induction/
https://fitechefi.com/product/30062-go-efi-2x4-625hp-system-matte-black/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/ls-induction/
https://fitechefi.com/product/30062-go-efi-2x4-625hp-system-matte-black/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/port-injection/
https://fitechefi.com/product/go-efi-tri-power-600hp-system/
https://fitechefi.com/
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Looking for a safe, simple way to mount your FiTech Color Touchscreen Tuner? The new
Premium Magnetic Handheld Mount provides an easy and effective way to secure the
touchscreen controller.
The Magnetic Mount allows you to mount the touchscreen nearly anywhere in your car. A
sturdy, adjustable stand is fit with two extremely strong magnets to firmly secure the
Handheld through vibrations, shocks, bumps, and even during spirited track laps!

Regulators
The new Go Fuel Regulators allow you to set the fuel pressure precisely where your
EFI system and engine require. Both models can be adjusted from 30 – 70 psi. Our
Tight Fit regulators will support up to 1,000 horsepower while the High Horsepower
model will support 2,000 HP. Crafted from billet aluminum, the regulators feature
-6 ORB ports along a vacuum/boost port and will accept a gauge. Two models
are available; a compact unit with a single output as well as a larger, dual output
model. 

FiTech, Go Spark CDI Ignition
You’ve got the fuel, now upgrade the spark with our Go Spark Capacitive Discharge
Ignition! The all new CDI delivers high powered sparks from idle to top rpm to improve
the combustion even and power output of your engine. 

Old Skool X FiTech Collab
Shirt

Old Skool Clothing Co. and FiTech Fuel Injection
collaboration shirts! Wear this custom shirt to your
favorite car show or when wrenching on your hot rod!

FiTech Banner
The perfect addition to
any shop or garage,
this fabric banner is
ready to mount!  

https://fitechefi.com/product/62017-premium-magnetic-handheld-mount/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/accessories-components/fuel-pressure-regulators/
https://fitechefi.com/product/3x5-fitech-vinyl-banner/
https://fitechefi.com/product/a1oldskool-old-skool-x-fitech-collab-shirt/
https://fitechefi.com/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/cdi/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/accessories-components/fuel-pressure-regulators/
https://fitechefi.com/product-category/cdi/
https://fitechefi.com/product/a1oldskool-old-skool-x-fitech-collab-shirt/
https://fitechefi.com/product/3x5-fitech-vinyl-banner/

